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Abstract
Over the last two years, we have applied methodolo-
gies developed for domain-speciﬁc embedded languages to
create a high-level robot control language called Frob, for
Functional Robotics. The goal of Frob is to provide an envi-
ronment where robot software can be clearly, cleanly, and
correctly speciﬁed, while suppressing unnecessary imple-
mentation detail. To this end, Frob incorporates three impor-
tant notions: an implicit representation of time, equational
speciﬁcation of continuous-time behaviors and asynchronous
events, and functions to construct complex, reusable abstrac-
tions. We show that these ideas can be combined to produce
many commonly used “higher-level” abstractions for speci-
fying robot programs. Experience with thisapproach to robot
programming suggests that it leads to effective development
of robot software while producing programs that are readable
and can be reasoned about in a formal sense.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we present Frob (for Functional
Robotics), a uniﬁed framework for rapidly and reliably
creating robotic software ranging from simple behav-
ioral loops to large systems involving complex control
strategies and/or multiple interacting modules.
Frob is largely motivated by two observations:
• To a large degree, modern robotic devices are
no longer constrained by hardware limitations or
computing power — in fact their capabilities are
largely limited by our ability to produce the soft-
ware needed to correctly couple perception to ac-
tion.
• The (as yet) strongly experimental nature of
robotic systems engineering places a strong
emphasis on rapid prototyping and software
reusability [1, 2].
To put it another way, experience suggests that effec-
tive robot software construction is an incremental pro-
cess of development, testing, and reﬁnement. Thus, a
good development environment should allow a user to
pull standard tools (e.g. wall followers, control algo-
rithms, and so forth) “off the shelf” and to customize
those tools to a given application, both at the level of
basic functionality, and at the level of systems archi-
tecture. It should be easy to test the resulting software
system against a wide variety of operating conditions
with minimal debugging of component algorithms.
The approach we have chosen is based on
DSEL (Domain-Speciﬁc Embedded Language) tech-
nology [3]. The idea of a DSEL is to use a general-
purpose language customized to deal with a speciﬁc
domain of interest. One advantage of this approach
is that, in addition to the basic vocabulary we have
built within Frob, we can create new abstractions us-
ing a fully-featured functional programming language
(the Haskell language [4] ). As a result, Frob functions
at all levels of abstraction, from simple expressions to
patterns that capture system architectures.
In the remainder of this paper, we ﬁrst introduce the
basic concepts of Frob with particular emphasis on its
ability to abstract over time-varying phenomena. We
then describe how these basic structures can be used to
develop the notion of a task, a more powerful and in-
tuitive programming structure for robotic systems. We
illustrate how, through task transformation, a library
of basic tasks can be customized to a given applica-
tion. Finally we show how tasks can in turn be used to
develop other well-known software architectures, and
close with a discussion of our experience to date with
the system.
All code and type signatures presented in this paper
are in Haskell. Readers unfamiliarwith Haskell should
consult http://haskell.org. We also invite the
reader to consult http://haskell.org/frob
for full details of the Frob implementation and more
extensive examples.2. Behaviors and Equational Speciﬁca-
tion
Frob uses two essential abstractions to describe val-
ues that vary over time: behaviors and events. These
form the basis for a programming style known more
broadly as Functional Reactive Programming (FRP), a
set of primitive operations that deﬁne the basic inter-
play among behaviors and events [5]. In this section,
we brieﬂy describe how events and behaviors allow for
straightforward equational speciﬁcation of robot be-
havior.
2.1. Continuous Behaviors
Behaviors are an abstraction of functions over contin-
uous time. Behaviors describe values that are continu-
ously changing, such as the current position of a mo-
bile robot in the plane. Formally, the robot position
wouldbe representedas functionfromcontinuoustime
to points in  2. Using behaviors, this type is written
as Behavior Point2. The type expression Be-
havior Point2is partofthe typelanguageof Frob
(and Haskell); it denotes the application of a polymor-
phic type, Behavior, to a constituent type, Point2.
Thus, Behaviorservesas afunctionovertypes. This
form of polymorphism is similar to that used to de-
scribe arrays in more traditional languages.
Overloading allows typical operators, e.g. +,t ob e
“lifted”totransparentlydealwithcontinuousaswellas
static information. Behaviorsalsosupportnovelopera-
tors — forexample,givena behaviorb,derivative
b is also a real-valued behavior deﬁned in Frob.
To illustrate how behaviors can be used, consider a
simple feedback control algorithm1 for wall following
using range (e.g. sonar) data. The system to be con-
trolled is a differential drive robot with control inputs
v and ω representingthe desired translational and rota-
tionalvelocityoftherobot,respectively. Thealgorithm
makes use of the readings of the front and side range
sensors, f and s, as well as the current velocity vcurr
of the robot. In equations, we write
v = σ(vmax,f− d∗)
ω = σ(sin(θmax) ∗ vcurr,s− d∗) − ˙ s
where σ(x,y) is the limiting function σ(x,y)=
max(−x,min(x,y)),d ∗ is the desired “setpoint” dis-
tance for objects to the front or side of the robot, and
vmax and θmax are the maximum robot velocity and
1Here and elsewhere we have, in the interest of brevity, sup-
pressed algorithm details (e.g. gain coefﬁcients) which are not es-
sential to our presentation of Frob.
body angle to the wall, respectively. The strategy ex-
pressed here is fairly simple: the robot travels at its
maximumvelocityuntilblockedinfront,atwhichtime
it slows down as it approaches the obstacle. It turns
toward or away from the wall based on its distance
relative to d∗, but at no time is the side range sensor
allowed to be more that θmax degrees away from the
perpendicular to the wall.
These equations are rendered in Frob as follows:
wallFollow v_curr s f d_star =
(v, omega)
where
v = limit v_max (f - d_star)
omega = rerror - derivative s
rerror = limit (v_curr * sin theta_max)
(d_star - s)
limit high x = max (-high) (min x high)
theta_max = 10 # degrees
vmax = 50 # cm_per_sec
Even to someone who has never seen Frob, the cor-
respondence between this program and the equations
aboveshould be veryclear. In particular,note that time
is implicit in the function, just as it was in the original
set of equations. The result returnedby wallFollow
has type WheelControl, which is a pair of ﬂoating-
point behaviors, the ﬁrst being the robot speed and the
second being the turning rate. This type is deﬁned by:
type WheelControl =
(Behavior Float, Behavior Float)
[To help in reading subsequent Frob programs,
here are a few comments on syntax: Juxtaposition
is used to denote function application, which always
binds tighter than inﬁx operations. Thus vel * sin
thetamax corresponds to vel*sin(thetamax)
in more traditional languages. This also ap-
plies to deﬁnitions: a d dxy=x+y instead of
add(x,y)=x+y. The notation ( e1 , e2 ) denotes a
pairing of the values of e1 and e2. The type of a func-
tion is givenusing ::. For example,f: :a- >b-
>c says that f is a function that produces something
of type c when supplied with values of type a and b.
Functions can be partially evaluated and can be passed
as data objects, so f:: (a -> b) -> c is also a
legitimate type. It expresses a function that accepts a
function from a’s to b’s and produces thereby some-
thing of type c.]
To run this program we need to deﬁne a mapping
from robot sensors to robot effectors; Frob deﬁnes the
following
sonar :: Robot -> Int -> Behavior Float
velocity :: Robot -> Behavior Float
runScout :: (Robot -> WheelControl) -> IO ()
Thetype Robotis a Haskell structurethat packages
all of the information on a robot (currently NomadicSuperScout II’s). The sonar function selects an indi-
vidual sonar behaviorfrom the robot; sonar 0 and 3 are
the front and right side respectively. The velocity
function returns the behavior that is the current veloc-
ity of the robot. Finally runScout accepts a function
which producesWheelControl when given a robot,
and performs the IO actions required to implement the
control.
Putting this all together, we can “package” the wall
follower with the appropriate sonar for following a
wall on the right by writing:
frontsonar r = sonar r 0
rightsonar r = sonar r 3
wallfollow1 d_star r =
wallFollow (velocity r)
(frontsonar r) (right-
sonar r) d_star
We can then execute right-wall following at a dis-
tance of 20 centimeters by writing:
runScout (wallfollow1 20)
Note that, since wallFollow is deﬁned on be-
haviors, there is no loop to iteratively sample the sen-
sors, computeparameters,updatecontrolregisters, etc.
In general, details pertaining to the ﬂow of time are
hidden from the programmer. Some operators, no-
tably derivative in this example, directly exploit
the time-varying nature of the signals. Finally, note
that the code is independent of the kind of sensors
used to measure the distances or, more generally, how
it is derived. For example, we could easily compose
wallFollow with a function that performs ﬁltering
to clean up the incoming sonar data.
2.2. Events and Reactions
Not all values are best represented in a continuous or
clocked manner. For example, the robot bumpers, low-
battery warnings, keyboard presses, and so forth gen-
erate discrete, asynchronous events rather than behav-
iors. This motivates Frob’s notion of an event.
As with behaviors, a polymorphic data type deﬁnes
events: Event γ. As events are asynchronous in
time, they cannot support the same sort of arithmetic
combination used with behaviors — adding two nu-
meric event streams is not meaningful since the time
of the occurrences in the two event streams may not
match. On the other hand, two event streams can be
merged using the .|. operation. Events may also be
synthesized from behaviors, using the predicate
primitive. For example, predicate (s > r) is
an event which occurs when the behavior s exceeds
the value of the behavior r.
Events direct the course of behaviors via reaction.
The untilB function deﬁnes a behavior which reacts
to an event deﬁning a new behavior. For example, this
function:
goAhead r t =
forward 30 ‘untilB‘
(predicate (time > t)
.|.
predicate (frontSonar r < 20))
-=> stop)
can be read, for robot r: “Move forward at a veloc-
ity of 30 cm/sec, until either time exceeds t sec, or an
object ahead appears closer than 20 cm, at which point
stop.” The untilB changes the system behavior from
forward 50 to stop in response to an event. The
back-quotes around untilB designate it as an inﬁx
operator. The -=> operator couples an event with re-
sponse. In the following section, we generalize this
pattern using tasks.
3. Tasks and Transformational Program-
ming
Complexsystems are oftendescribedin terms ofa suc-
cession of operating modes. While mode transitions
can be described using the untilB operator, we in-
stead choose to build our systems at a higher level of
abstractionusingtasks. Simplyput, atask deﬁnesa be-
havior that terminates on an event and returns a value.
We note the notion of a task is closely related to that
of a process as deﬁned in [6, 7]; it may also be thought
of as a discrete unit of a hybrid system or similar ﬁnite
state machine [8].
Due to space limitations, the description of tasks is
necessarily brief; we refer the reader to [9] for more
detail on tasks and their implementation in terms of
the underlying FRP operators such as untilB.
This implementation of tasks is not in any way built
in to Frob. Rather, tasks have been constructed using
the basic tools of the underlying Haskell system, func-
tions and types, and could be deﬁned by the user in-
stead of the developers of Frob. The ability to create
new abstractions such as tasks is the essential contri-
bution of Frob. Thus, no single architectural frame-
work has been wired in to Frob. Users may create new
high level abstractions such as tasks to ﬁt their speciﬁc
requirements.3.1. Basic Tasks
Generically, tasks are a pairing of a continuous behav-
ior and a terminating event. More formally, the type
Task b e describes a task that deﬁnes a continuous
behavior b and is terminated by an event generating a
value of type e.
Tasks can be generated in a variety of ways. For the
purposes of this paper, we will generate them trans-
formationally starting from two orthogonal primitive
tasks. The ﬁrst primitive is the empty task producedby
nullTask:
nullTask :: e -> Task b e
Empty tasks execute instantaneously, immediately
returning a speciﬁed value. The second primitive is
the never-ending task produced by liftB:
liftB :: Behavior b -> Task b e
The liftB function simply “lifts” a behavior into
a task. Since the task created by liftB never ends,
there is no need to specify a precise type for the re-
turned value: e may be any type. Similarly, the type
b in nullTask b e is also arbitrary: an empty task
doesnotdeterminethetypeofthecontinuousbehavior.
The essential operation on tasks is sequential com-
position. Sequentialcompositionis implementedusing
do notation, a feature of Haskell. We write
do { t1 ; t2}
to sequencetasks t1andt2. Informationdependency
between the tasks is handledby the <- operator,which
binds the returned value (the generated event) of the
ﬁrst task into a variable which is scoped over the sec-
ond task:
do { r <- t1;
t 2r}
For example, by using liftB, we can “package”
the wall following behavior of the previous section as
a task:
wallfollowT d_star r =
liftB (wallfollow1 d_star r)
In order to initiate this task, we need to specify a
robot structure. As it turns out, tasks implicitly carry
this structure2 along with the computation. The empty
task getRobotreturnsit. Thus, we couldwrite a new
operator liftBr as follows:
2Here, we omit details of state manipulation within tasks, but
refer the interested reader to [9].
liftBr ::
(Robot -> Behavior b) -> Task b e
liftBr a = do {r <- getRobot;
liftB (a r);
}
Note that if getRobot were a function, then we
could simple write liftB (a getRobot);a si ti s
a task we cannot. This is an example of the language
enforcing the fact that tasks can only be combined ac-
cording to a ﬁxed set of rules.
As liftBr expects a behavior parameterized by a
robot, we could now write
wallfollowTr d_star =
liftBr (wallfollow1 d_star)
to lift wallfollow1 to a task.
3.2. Task Transformations
To this point, we still cannot generate a task that has
both a non-trivial behavior and a terminating event.
Task transformations are a means for accomplishing
this. We will illustrate the following four transforma-
tions in this section:
withError ::
Event RoboErr -> Task a b -> Task a b
timeLimit ::
Time -> Task a b -> Task a (Maybe b)
withB_ ::
Behavior a -> Task b c -> Task b a
withExit ::
Event a -> Task b c -> Task b a
The withExit transformation provides the means
to add a termination event to a task, e.g.
wallfollowT1 d_star r =
withExit
(predicate (frontsonar r < d_star))
wallfollowT d_star r
The task wallfollowT1 now performs wall fol-
lowing, but terminates whenever the front sonar de-
tects an obstacle within d_star units of distance. We
couldincludeanerrorterminationusing withError:
wallfollowT2 d_star r =
withError
(predicate (rightsonar r > 2*d_star))
wallfollowT1
This would cause the function to signal an er-
ror if the wall were to suddenly recede more than
2*d_star units from the robot. Likewise, thetimeLimit function aborts a (possibly complex)
task if it does not complete within a speciﬁed time. It
is implemented using addError to attach an event to
the associated task which occurs at the speciﬁed time.
Theprecedingoperatorsmodiﬁedtheeventstructure
of a task. The withB_ function is a way of enriching
the behavioral component: it deﬁnes a behavior to run
in parallel with a task. When the task exits, the value
of the behavior at the time of termination is returned
instead of the value of the terminating event. This ef-
fectively lets us “piggyback” functionality onto an ex-
isting task.
We can illustrate these concepts by extending the
previous wall following algorithms to implement the
BUG navigationalgorithm[10]. Informally,theideaof
the BUG algorithm is as follows. When in freespace,
the robot drives toward a goal. When an obstacle is
encountered, the robot circles the obstacle, looking for
the pointclosest to the goal andthe returnsto this point
to resume travel.
ThefollowingcodeskeletonimplementsBUG using
the wallfollowing task plus two other components:
driveTo ::
Point2 -> Task WheelControl Bool
atPlace ::
Robot -> Point2 -> Event ()
Thetask driveTodrivesstraighttowarda goaland
returns a boolean event: true when the goal is reached,
false when the robot is blocked. The event atPlace
occurs when the robot is “at” (or at least very close) to
a given place.
The top level structure of bug relies primarily on
sequencing using do:
bug goal =
do {
finished <- driveTo goal;
if (not finished)
then do {
goAround goal;
bug goal
}
else nullTask ()
}
goAround goal =
do {
closestPoint <- circleOnceP goal;
circleTo closestPoint
}
Note in particular that the if statement requires
both a then and else clause, so nullTask is used for
the case when the algorithm ﬁnishes. Also note the
tail-recursive call to bug within the if.
We now have to circle the object to ﬁnd the closest
point. Circling can be accomplished as follows:
circleTo p =
withExit (atPlace p) (wallfollowT2 20)
circleOnce =
do {
initp <- robotPlace;
timeLimit 5 (wallfollowT2 20);
circleTo initp
}
Here, we have “customized” the wall following al-
gorithm in two ways. In circleTo, we force ter-
mination of the (inﬁnite) wallfollowT2 behavior
when it arrives at place p.N o w ,i ncircleOnce, the
wallfollowT2 task is given a 5 second time limit;
just enoughtime to moveawayfromits initial position.
Then, wall following is continued until it returns to its
starting point.
One interesting facet of the algorithm is how we
determine the closest point to the goal. We use the
atMin operator:
atMin ::
Behavior a -> Behavior b -> Behavior a
This behavior generates the value of its ﬁrst argu-
ment at the time when the secondargumentis at a min-
imum. We can now write:
closestP r goal =
atMin (place r)
(distance (place r) goal)
circleOnceP goal =
do {
r <- getRobot;
withB_ (closestP r goal)
circleOnce;
}
Here, we use withB_ to get a “snapshot” of
the atMin behavior when circleOnce terminates.
Since it constantly records the robot position at the
minimum distance to the goal, the terminating event
of circleOnceP will contain that value.
In the complete code, note ﬁrst the pervasive use of
do to sequence tasks. Likewise, task transformations
of a small set of primitives sufﬁce to achieve a fairly
rich task behavior. We could go further — for exam-
ple, note that the followWall task has an error con-
dition. We can “catch” this error using taskCatch:
taskCatch ::
Task a b ->(RoboErr -> Task a b) ->
Task a b
as follows:
bugE g = taskCatch (\_ -> bugE g)
(bug g)
In this case, the bug algorithm now restarts itself on
error. Likewise, we could add a time limit to the en-
tirealgorithmandincludediagnosticcodetodetermine
whetherthe system was somehow“stuck” or otherwise
malfunctioning.
3.3. Parallel Tasks
While we have demonstrated sequential task combina-
tion, we must also be able to combine tasks in parallel.
Imagine, for example, a camera and pan-tilt head on
a mobile robot. The overall controller must generate
controls for both the camera and the drive wheels. It is
often the case that the subsystems for navigation and
vision are largely independent: that is, the decompo-
sition of navigation task into subtasks is probably dif-
ferent from the decomposition of the vision controller
task. Thus we need an operation that combines two
different tasks (each consisting of a different series of
atomic tasks) into a single task. Frob includes a num-
ber of operators for parallel composition; see [9] for
more details. Here, we present one of the simpler par-
allel composition operators:
(|||) :: Task b1 e1 -> Task b2 e2 ->
Task (b1, b2) (Either e1 e2)
This initiates two tasks and deﬁnes a continuous be-
haviorthat couples the ongoingbehaviorsof bothtasks
into a tuple. When either task completes, the compos-
ite task also completes, returning a value that identi-
ﬁes the subtask causing termination. An error in either
taskalsoterminatestheoveralltask. TheEithertype
forms the tagged union of two types.
To illustrate this, suppose we have a task
cameraSweepT that sweeps the camera at a ﬁxed
rate. This task completes when an object of interest,
as described by the Object type, is detected by the
camera. The overall robot controller now needs both a
wheel controlanda camera controlto drivethe system,
so we must deﬁne a task over the type (WheelCon-
trol, CamControl). This controller combines
the Bug algorithm with a camera sweeping task:
cameraSweepT :: Task CamControl Object
goAndWatch ::
Point2 -> Task (WheelControl, CamControl)
(Either () Object)
goAndWatch g = bug g ||| cameraSweepT
The set of subtasks associated with the two con-
trollers are separate: the controller for the camera is
unaware of the subtasks used by the Bug algorithm.
The overall task returns either Left () (the Left
tags the value as the left hand type in the Either)o r
Rightobj,whereobjis avalueoftypeObject. This
composite task may be further sequenced with other
top-level controls for the system.
It is worth noting that it is easily possible for the
tasks to “eavesdrop” on each other using yet another
task transformation: withMyResult. This transfor-
mation makes the behavioral output of a task available
for inspection within the task itself.
4. Capturing Architectural Styles
As suggested in the introduction, continuous and dis-
crete behaviors can be thought of as developmenttools
for the lowest level of robotic system software. Tasks
provide a level of abstraction for deﬁning more com-
plex algorithms. These notions can be further special-
ized into abstractions which correspond to speciﬁc ar-
chitectural styles such as the subsumption architecture
[11], motor schemas [8], port-based agents [1], or the
previously cited process model of Lyons [7]. Frob, in
and of itself, makes no commitment to a speciﬁc style
of programming or system architecture. In fact, it is
usually straightforward deﬁne an architecture or style
of programmingwithin Frob.
For example, three fundamental notions in the sub-
sumption architecture [11] are “wiring together” mod-
ules, suppression, and inhibition. Putting together
modules is easily expressed in terms of function com-
position. Suppression is essentially the notion of al-
lowing one task to take precedence over another un-
der certain conditions. We can easily deﬁne a function
suppressedBy x y b whichcombinestwocon-
tinuous behaviors x and y by multiplexing them based
on the boolean behavior b. So, for example, a func-
tion wallfollow1 that at times must be interrupted to
support some other task, such as obstacle avoidance,
might be expressed simply as:
follow3 d r =
suppressedBy (wallfollow1 d r)
(avoid r)
(blocked r)
More complex suppression strategies (as well as in-
hibition) are also easily constructed in Frob (see [12]
for details).
As another example, consider Lyons’ approach of
capturing robotic action plans as networks of concur-
rent processes [6, 7]. Frob processes can easily mimic
Lyons’— for example, here are three of his six compo-sition operators:
Operator Lyons Frob
Sequential P;Q do{P;Q}
Conditional P<v> : Qv do{v < −P;Qv }
Disabling P#Q P|||Q
The ﬁnal primitive, concurrent composition, can
be constructed using ||| in combination with
withMyResult.
The remaining two operators are deﬁned recursively
in his framework by the equations:
P :;Q = P :( Q;(P :;Q))
P :: Q = P :( Q|(P :: Q))
They would be similarly deﬁned in Frob.
Another strong point of Frob’s declarative approach
to robotics programmingis the ease in reasoning about
Frob programs. We conjecture that Lyons’ process al-
gebra, for example, can be proven correct in the Frob
framework(thus provingthe implementationto be cor-
rect), but this remains a future research task.
5. Experience and Conclusions
Frob and a sister package, FVision [13], execute on
Nomadic Technologies SuperScout II mobile robots.
Thesearedifferentialdriverobotsthatcarrythreetypes
of sensors: a belt of 16 sonars, bumpers for collision
detection, and a video camera. Frob and FVision op-
erate directly on the robots themselves, and Frob oper-
ates on the simulator supplied by Nomadic Technolo-
gies Inc.
Frob and FVision have been used for our own re-
search development, and have also been used as an in-
structional tool for an advanced undergraduate course
in robotics. The general reaction to this style of pro-
gramming has been quite positive. Both research per-
sonnel andstudents havefoundit relativelystraightfor-
ward to construct systems of moderate complexity us-
ing the tools described in this paper. In particular, un-
dergraduates in computer science can easily develop,
test and execute algorithms for wall following, map-
ping,andexploringspacewithinasinglesemesterlong
course.
Froma researchperspective,we havefoundthe clar-
ity and code-reduction brought about by Frob to be
a signiﬁcant advantage over both C and C++ or Java
[13]. In particular, the resulting programs look very
similar to the speciﬁcations used by engineers and sci-
entists developing algorithms. Furthermore, Frob has
the advantage that we are not constrained to a single
architectural style. Several may be deﬁned, and even
combined within the same application. At the same
time, systems deﬁned by Frob are amenable to formal
reasoning and program transformation.
We are currently working to broaden our experience
with FRP in the robotics domain in a number of ways.
First, as noted abovewe are developingFVision, based
on the existing XVision [14] system, to support vision
research and integrated vision and robotics. We also
plan to develop an environment for robotic hand-eye
coordination to test our ideas in a more challenging
run-time environment. Finally, we are using Frob to
control a team of robots in the Robocup soccer compe-
tition.
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